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Context

Ciutat Vella, Barcelona
Purpose

The City of Inter-actions
Design to weave people and place
Communicating for the city

Tutors
D. Esparza, S. Escursell

BA Design students
Stakeholders

Neighbours - long term residents

Migrants -

Students -

Tourists - short term residents

[Institutions]
Model of Public Space Appropriation.

Tutors: R. Páez, T. Montes

MA Space Design Students

D4CM
Model of Public Space Appropriation.

Tutors: R. Páez, T. Montes

MA Space Design Students
The City of Interactions
First Public Event
Tutors
D. Esparza, T. Monjo
The City of Interactions
Neighbours Party
Tutors
D. Esparza, T. Monjo
Outcomes and Key Learnings

Bridge between communities

Promote complexity and interaction

Build meaningful and lasting outcomes

Raise awareness on design in urban policies
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